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Focus Point Emergency Management’s (FPEM) lifeblood is to empower its growing list of diverse clients with a
detailed plan for when the unfortunate prospect of disaster strikes. Be it a pandemic, earthquake, wildfire,
hazardous material spill, or the all too increasingly common active shooter. FPEM develops strategies based
on the specific needs of your non-profit, small business, or faith-based organization to protect lives, property,
and the environment through effective mitigation, response, and recovery services providing peace of mind.
“When a man-made or a natural disaster does occur, your organization must be in a state of readiness”, shared Fay
Glass. “Let FPEM provide an assessment of your organization to determine whether an emergency plan already in
place addresses both situational readiness and compliance with always changing federal, state, and local laws.”

Our clients and their safety are top priority. FPEM strives for our clients to build a safe, secure, and, most importantly, resilient community through detailed plan writing and training. Both plan writing and training are
key for your organization to survive before, during, or after a disaster. The FPEM staff's expertise to write and
enact an emergency plan and training will provide your organization with a road map and clear roles and responsibilities for any calamity. At FPEM our motto is “Today’s preparation, tomorrow’s success!”

Emergency Manager Spotlight

Management Team. In addition to her role as the
Public Health Program Director of Riverside

County, her work as a first responder to the pandemic
has been timely and vital.

Robin has been on the frontline to contain COVID-19
from March Air Reserve Base’s tarmac to the Navajo
Nation’s backroads. Her boots on the ground experience in emergency management during Hurricane
Emergency Managers are professionals who are tasked Katrina combined with natural disasters in Haiti and
with the responsibility of helping communities, antici- national security events such as the Presidential Inaupating hazards, recognizing vulnerabilities, and under- guration has prepared her for the response to COVID.
taking measures to deal with disasters more effectively
by mitigating, preparing for, responding to, and recov- To be successful, strong emergency managers follow
ering from them. FPEM is committed to lifting up and systematic processes and excel at coordinating multicommending those Emergency Managers who truly
ple agencies and information sources while interacting
make a difference in their communities.
well with partner organizations and the public. Robin
exemplifies these important characteristics and more.
Meet Emergency Manager Robin Bishop. Robin steadfastly protects public safety in the US Department of
The entire FPEM team applauds Robin for her unwaHealth and Human Services (HHS) Office of the Assis- vering commitment to the safety and welfare of our
tant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) community.
in her duty as the Planning Section Chief Incident
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Our Four-Step Process for Emergency Preparedness
Assessment, Emergency Planning, Training and Grant Writing
An essential component to any emergency preparedness plan is providing comprehensive training and relevant exercise to staff on the various scenario-based
disasters that could affect your organization or business. The importance of
training cannot be overemphasized. FPEM is here to help!
Interested in Training? Let FPEM customize a training for your business or organization. No two organizations are alike, FPEM customizes scenarios that best
suit your emergency management needs. When it comes to safety, we are specialists in preforming upfront analysis and design to match your needs and keep
you compliant with Federal, State and local laws.
To learn about a customized training for your organization or business, book a
free 30-minute phone consultation.

FPEM are experts in training.
Sample a small part of a FPEM
training with this free webinar:
Will Your Company Survive the Next
Man-Made or Natural Disaster?
Being Prepared Starts with YOU!

Next Training Date:
May 20, 2021
1:00pm-2:00pm
Register Now!

The Opportunity to Serve the Community
FPEM Consulting Services understands that true community impact is the result of deep collaboration, open
communication, and dedicated volunteerism. FPEM is proud to share the appointment of CEO Fay Glass by the
city of Fontana as one of five commissioners of its Parks, Community and Human Services Commission.

The beautiful city of Fontana

"I am humbled and honored to announce I have recently been confirmed by the Fontana City Council to serve as
Parks, Community, and Human Services Commissioner.
As a long-term resident of thirty years, my goal is to diligently serve this still-growing city poised to surpass San
Bernardino for the largest population in the county. I understand and appreciate the opportunity in this role. I will do
my best to serve all the communities, from Martin Tudor Jurupa Hills Park in the south to the Jessie Turner Center in
the north. As well as all the parks and communities in between.
Fontana is a dynamic, robust, and expanding city full of diversity and opportunity from Southridge to Hunter’s Ridge.
As a member of this advisory Commission to the City Council, it is my role to hear all these voices to enhance our
citizens' quality of life. I look forward to working with the community for this goal."
- CEO Fay Glass
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FPEM - Bridge Builder of Success
Funding is the fuel for organizations to meet their missions. Without appropriate funding
even the most essential organizations and businesses may not be able to meet their highest level of service or be able to sustain themselves.
FPEM is the architect in building and securing funding relationships between viable foundations and funding partners and those organizations and businesses in need. Many organizations do not have the staff, time nor expertise to pursue viable funding opportunities - many of which may be just beyond
their awareness.
Grant Writing is one of FPEM's four pillars of foundational services. This service includes grant research, writing, grant management and customization to the selected foundations, along with grant submission. Our job is to champion for your
success through solidifying viable funding and creating lasting relationships for sustainability. To learn more about our
granting services visit our website at www.fpemconsultingservices.org.

Funder Profile - Inland Empire Community Foundation
Founded in 1941, the Inland Empire Community Foundation (IECF) is the oldest and largest community foundation in Inland Southern California. IECF partners with individuals, families, and corporations to help them achieve their charitable
goals. Since inception, IECF has given out over $100 million in grants and scholarships.
FPEM applauds the outstanding impact that IECF has had on San Bernardino and Riverside Counties and expresses its
deepest gratitude for IECF’s exceptional response to the pandemic with the COVID-19 Resilience Fund. The pandemic fund
included food security, childcare, the homeless population, and independent workers without a safety net. FPEM is proud
to have successfully partnered with the Inland Empire Community Foundation (IECF) obtaining critical funds for clients such
as Building Resilient Communities. To find our more information on the IEFF, visit www.iegives.org.

Focus Point Emergency
Management Consulting Services
Address:
16155 Sierra Lakes Pkwy
Ste #160-715,
Fontana, CA 92336
Phone:
(909) 493-7361

Website:
www.fpemconsultingservices.org

Today’s preparation,
tomorrow’s success!

FPEM Trainings:
Will Your Company Survive the Next Man-Made or Natural Disaster?

Being Prepared Starts With YOU!
May 20, 2021 at 1:00pm
June 17, 2021 at 1:00pm
July 12, 2021 at 1:00pm
August 19, 2021 at 1:00pm
September 16, 2021 at 1:00pm
October 21, 2021 at 1:00pm
November 18, 2021 at 1:00pm

Register Today!
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